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Abstract

Neurotensin (NT) acts as a primary neurotransmitter and neuromodulator in the CNS

and has been involved in a number of CNS pathologies including epilepsy. NT medi-

ates its central and peripheral effects by interacting with the NTSR1, NTSR2, and

Sort1/NTSR3 receptor subtypes. To date, little is known about the precise expression

of the NT receptors in brain neural cells and their regulation in pathology. In the pre-

sent work, we studied the cellular distribution of the NTSR2 protein in the rat hippo-

campus and questioned whether its expression was modulated in conditions of

neuroinflammation using a model of temporal lobe epilepsy induced by pilocarpine.

This model is characterized by a rapid and intense inflammatory reaction with reac-

tive gliosis in the hippocampus. We show that NTSR2 protein is expressed in hippo-

campal astrocytes and its expression increases together with astrocyte reactivity

following induction of status epilepticus. NTSR2 immunoreactivity is also increased

in astrocytes proximal to blood vessels and their end-feet, and in endothelial cells.

Proinflammatory factors such as IL1β and LPS induced NTSR2 mRNA and protein in

cultured astroglial cells. Antagonizing NTSR2 with SR142948A decreased NTSR2

expression as well as astroglial reactivity. Together, our results suggest that NTSR2 is

implicated in astroglial and gliovascular inflammation and that targeting the NTSR2

receptor may open new avenues in the regulation of neuroinflammation in CNS

diseases.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Neurotensin (NT) is a tridecapeptide highly conserved between spe-

cies, found in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) and

periphery. In the CNS, NT is found at high concentrations in the limbic

system, including the hippocampus (Sarret et al., 2003). It is a primary

neurotransmitter/neuromodulator that mediates analgesia and is

implicated in thermoregulation, memory consolidation, and in learning

processes (Dobner, 2005; Friry et al., 2002; Nemeroff et al., 1992;

Vincent, 1995). NT has been involved in a number of psychiatric

pathologies including schizophrenia (Sharma et al., 1997), in

Parkinson's disease (Hernandez-Chan et al., 2015), glioma (OuyangLotfi Ferhat and Michel Khrestchatisky are equal last authors.
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et al., 2015), pain (Williams et al., 1995), cerebral ischemia (Torup

et al., 2003), and epilepsy (Lee et al., 2009; St-Gelais et al., 2006).

In vitro it has been implicated in protection against apoptosis in differ-

ent cell types (reviewed in Devader et al., 2013).

NT mediates its central and peripheral effects by interacting with

three receptor subtypes, namely NTSR1, NTSR2, and gp95/Sortilin

(Sort1) or NTSR3. NTSR1 and NTSR2 are G protein-coupled receptors

with seven transmembrane domains (Vincent, 1995). Sort1/NTSR3 is

a type I receptor with a single transmembrane domain and is not

coupled to a G protein (Mazella, 2001). To date, not much is known

about the potential role of NT in modulating neuroprotection and

neuroinflammation and which receptors are involved, in which brain

structures and cell types. NTSR1 and NTSR2 show high and low affinity

for NT, respectively (Chalon et al., 1996; Tanaka et al., 1990), and these

two receptors are found in different cell types of the nervous system at

different developmental stages. NTSR1 is expressed prenatally in many

rat brain structures, its expression peaks shortly after birth and is

decreased in adulthood (Palacios et al., 1988). On the other hand,

NTSR2 expression is essentially postnatal and increases progressively

with age (Lépée-Lorgeoux et al., 1999; Sarret et al., 1998), raising inter-

est on the role of this receptor in brain physiopathology.

NTSR2 is a 45 kDa protein in humans and rodents, endowed with

lower affinity for NT compared with the other NT receptors (NTSRs)

(Kd = 3–10 nmol/L compared with 0.1–0.3 nmol/L for NTSR1 and

Sort1/NTSR3, respectively) (Sarret & Beaudet, 2002; St-Gelais

et al., 2006). Besides its expression in pancreatic β cells (Béraud-

Dufour et al., 2009) and human B lymphocytes (Saada et al., 2012),

NTSR2 is essentially expressed in the CNS, including the hippocampus,

cerebral cortex, cerebellum, olfactory bulb, substantia nigra, and ventral

tegmental area (Lépée-Lorgeoux et al., 1999; Sarret et al., 2003; Walker

et al., 1998). Rat NTSR2 mRNA expression was shown in astrocytes

in vivo (Walker et al., 1998; Yamauchi et al., 2007), and NTSR2 protein

immunofluorescence was reported in astrocytes in the ventral tegmen-

tal area in mice (Woodworth et al., 2018). In contrast, another study

reported no NTSR2 immunostaining in astrocytes in adult rat brain

(Sarret et al., 2003). Thus, astrocytic expression of NTSR2 remains con-

troversial, and up to now, the data available is limited.

Previous studies have associated NT and seizures. In the kainate

(KA) model of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), NT-like immunoreactivity

in the rat hippocampus was reduced after onset of seizures,

suggesting NT release (Sperk et al., 1986). Intracerebroventricular

(i.c.v) or intraperitoneal (i.p.) administration of NT or its analogues

showed anti-convulsant effects in a corneal stimulation mouse model

of pharmaco-resistant epilepsy (Green et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009).

However, the mechanisms by which neurotensin receptors (NTSRs)

mediate anti-convulsive effects remain unknown. At the same time,

NT can promote proinflammatory responses of immune cells with the

release of interleukins and chemotactic molecules (Koon et al., 2009;

Zhao et al., 2003). Also, NTSR2 mRNA expression can be increased by

proinflammatory stimulation in purified astrocytes (Pang et al., 2001).

In the present work, we assessed the expression of NTSR2 in the

hippocampus, both in physiological and pathological conditions.

In particular, we questioned whether expression of the NTSR2

receptor was modulated in conditions of neuroinflammation using a

pathophysiological model of TLE induced by pilocarpine in rats. In this

model, animals undergo a rapid and intense neuroinflammatory reac-

tion with a pattern of reactive gliosis in the hippocampus involving

the activation of microglia and astrocytes (Clifford et al., 1987; Gar-

zillo & Mello, 2002).

Our study shows unambiguous expression of NTSR2 protein in

hippocampal astrocytes both in vivo and in vitro. In pilocarpine-

treated rats, NTSR2 expression was increased rapidly when neu-

roinflammation peaks, and decreased at the chronic phase (3 months),

when astrocyte reactivity subsides (Choi & Koh, 2008; Garzillo &

Mello, 2002). We also observed increased NTSR2 expression in blood

vessels, specifically in astrocytic end-feet and endothelial cells during

inflammation. We showed that NTSR2 mRNA and protein expression

were induced in inflamed cultured glial cells and that antagonizing

NTSR2 with the SR142948A antagonist downregulated NTSR2

protein expression and glial reactivity in vitro. In all, our work demon-

strates the involvement of the neurotensinergic system in hippocam-

pal astrocytes and in the glio-vascular unit during neuroinflammation

and suggests that targeting the NTSR2 receptor could modulate

neuroinflammation.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Experimental animals

All experimental procedures involving rats and mice were approved

by National and European regulations (EU directive No. 2010/63) and

were in agreement with the authorization for animal experimentation

granted to the laboratory by the Prefecture des Bouches du Rhône

(permit number: D 13055 08) and to the project (No 00757.02) by the

French Ministry of Research and Local Ethics Committee. Animals

were treated according to Appendix A of the European Convention

for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and

other Scientific Purposes, ETS No. 123. Animals were maintained in

the animal facility with 12 h light–dark cycles, had access to food and

water ad libitum and all efforts were made to minimize animal suffer-

ing and to reduce the number of animals used.

2.2 | Rat pilocarpine temporal lobe epilepsy model

Adult male Wistar rats weighing 200–290 g (Charles River, France)

were first injected i.p. with a low dose of the cholinergic antagonist

scopolamine methyl nitrate (2 mg/kg; Sigma, Saint Louis, Missouri), in

order to minimize the peripheral effects of pilocarpine hydrochloride

(320 mg/kg; Sigma), a muscarinic cholinergic agonist diluted in 0.9%

NaCl and administered i.p. 30 min after scopolamine. Control rats

received an injection of 0.9% NaCl. The injection protocols were simi-

lar to those previously described, including by us, for the generation

of TLE (Cragnolini et al., 2009; Mello et al., 1993; Obenaus

et al., 1993; Sbai et al., 2012; Sbai et al., 2021; Soussi et al., 2015).
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Only animals that developed status epilepticus (SE) after pilocarpine

injection were included in the study. To reduce animal mortality, SE

was stopped after 1 h by two injections of Diazepam (Valium) with a

15-min interval (10 mg/kg i.p., Roche, France). Pilocarpine-treated ani-

mals were observed periodically for general behavior and occurrence

of spontaneous seizures. They were studied at several post-injection

intervals: during the latent period, when animals displayed an appar-

ently normal behavior (3 days, 1 and 2 weeks, n ≥ 6 at each time

point), and during the chronic stage, when the animals developed

spontaneous recurrent limbic seizures (12 weeks; n ≥ 6). During the

following days after induction of SE, animals were nurtured and

assisted to drink water. For the weakest ones, a double dose of NaCl

0.9% and glucose (10 mg/kg, i.p.) was provided twice per day until ani-

mals regained their weight or reached the endpoint. Animals were

housed two per cage in enriched environment to minimize stress prior

to SE and one per cage to avoid aggressive behavior post-SE.

2.3 | Mouse kainate temporal lobe epilepsy model

As a second model of TLE, young adult male FVB/N mice (Janvier

Laboratories, France), 25–30 g, 9–10 weeks old, were injected subcu-

taneously with a single dose of KA, 40–45 mg/kg; Abcam, France) to

generate mice with spontaneous recurrent seizures as a hallmark of

SE as previously described (Schauwecker & Steward, 1997). All ani-

mals were housed six per cage. KA-injected mice were individually

housed and received a 0.5 ml i.p. dose of glucose and also had free

access to Doliprane (Paracetamol, Sanofi, Gentilly, France) at 2.4% in

agarose gel in order to reduce pain. Mice were observed during 9 h

for onset and extent of seizure activity and only mice developing typi-

cal SE were included in the study. Body weight was monitored daily.

2.4 | Tissue preparation

Rats were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium injection

(Nembutal, 120 mg/kg i.p., Ceva, France) and perfused through the

heart with a fixative paraformaldehyde-based solution (Antigenfix,

Diapath, Italy). The brains were then removed from the skull 30 min

later, and were post-fixed in the same fixative solution for 24 h at

4�C. Finally, brains were rinsed three times in phosphate buffer

(0.12 M; PB, pH 7.2–7.4) and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose solution

in PB 0.12 M until fully dehydrated. Brains were first frozen in iso-

pentane solution (Sigma) at �80�C and then fixed in O.C.T. Tissue Tek

(Sakura Finetek, Torrance, California) and sectioned coronally at

40 μm with a cryostat. The sections were collected sequentially in

wells of culture plates containing an ethylene glycol-based cryopro-

tective solution and stored at �20�C until processing. Selected

sections from each rat covering the dorsal hippocampus (from bregma

�3.30 to �4.80 mm according to the Rat Brain Atlas [Paxinos &

Watson, 1998]), were used for immunohistochemical staining.

Free-floating sections from control (CTL) and pilocarpine-treated rats

(PILO) were always processed in parallel.

Mice were deeply anesthetized with chloral hydrate (700 mg/kg;

ProLabo, France) and transcardially perfused with Antigenfix solution.

The brains were extracted and post-fixed for 1 h at room temperature

(RT) and rinsed in PB 0.12 M. Forty μm coronal sections were gener-

ated using a vibratome, immersed in a cryoprotective solution, and

stored at �20�C until use for immunofluorescence. Selected sections

from the dorsal hippocampus of each mouse (bregma �1.55 to �2.35

mm according to the Mouse Brain Atlas [Paxinos & Franklin, 2019]),

were processed for immunohistochemistry. Mice were sacrificed at

7 days post-SE (KA 7D).

2.5 | Immunohistochemistry

For double labeling with primary antibodies originating from the same

host species, in our case rabbit (NTSR2 and GFAP/Iba1; IL1β/GFAP),

a protocol from Jackson ImmunoResearch was used and optimized for

our purpose. Free-floating sections from the dorsal hippocampus of

CTL and PILO rats or CTL and KA mice were processed in parallel.

Information on primary antibodies used in this study are summarized

in Table 1. Free-floating sections were permeabilized in a solution

containing 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.3% Triton X-100 in

PB 0.12 M for 1 h at RT. Following permeabilization, sections were

first incubated overnight at 4�C with rabbit anti-NTSR2 diluted in a

blocking solution containing 3% BSA diluted in PB 0.12 M. The next

day, slices were washed three times in PB 0.12 M under agitation and

incubated with secondary antibody, goat anti-rabbit biotin (Life Tech-

nologies, France) diluted in the blocking solution (1:200) for 2 h, and

then revealed with streptavidin IgG conjugated with AlexaFluor

488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, Pennsylvania) diluted in

blocking solution (1:800) for 2 h, always in dark. Next, slices were

washed three times in PB 0.12 M and incubated with normal rabbit

serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch) diluted (1:20) in PB 0.12 M for 2 h

at RT, to saturate open binding sites on the first secondary antibody

with IgG. Following three washes in PB 0.12 M, slices were incubated

with unconjugated Fab goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) (20 μg/ml) (Jack-

son ImmunoResearch) diluted in PB 0.12 M for 2 h at RT, to cloak the

rabbit IgG and hamper binding of the second secondary antibody.

Slices were incubated overnight at 4�C under agitation with rabbit

anti-GFAP or anti-Iba1. The last day, slices were washed three times

in PB 0.12 M and incubated with a goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) highly

cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A594 (Life Technologies) diluted in block-

ing solution (1:1000) for 2 h. Nuclei were counterstained with 5 μg/ml

40 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Sigma) for 0.5 h at RT. After

three washes in PB 0.12 M, floating sections were mounted on Sup-

erfrost Plus glass slides using Fluoromount-G Mounting medium

(Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, Pennsylvania) and stored at

�20�C until imaging and analysis.

This protocol was also used for triple immunofluorescence label-

ing including two antibodies from the same host species (rabbit

PDGFRβ/rabbit NTSR2/mouse CD31 for rat tissue or rat CD31 for

mouse tissue), by incubating the slices the third day with mouse or rat

anti-CD31 overnight. Labeling was revealed by streptavidin IgG
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conjugated with AlexaFluor A488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch) for

PDGFRβ, goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed

AlexaFluor A647 (1:1000) (Life Technologies) for NTSR2, and goat

anti-mouse IgG1 (H + L) cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A594 (1:800) or

goat anti-rat IgG (H + L) cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A594 (1:800) (Life

Technologies) for CD31.

Finally, for double or triple immunofluorescence labeling for anti-

bodies from different host species (rabbit IL1β/mouse MAP2; goat

ColIV/rabbit NTSR2/mouse CD31 for rat tissue or rat CD31 for

mouse tissue), slices were incubated sequentially overnight with each

one of the primary antibodies, and on the fourth day they were incu-

bated with the appropriate secondary antibodies: donkey anti-goat

IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A488 for ColIV, donkey

anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A647 for

NTSR2, and donkey anti-mouse IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed

AlexaFluor A594 or donkey anti-rat IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed

AlexaFluor A594 for CD31 (Life Technologies), diluted in blocking

solution (1:800). Regarding IL1β revelation, slices were incubated with

goat anti-rabbit biotin (Life Technologies) diluted in blocking solution

(1:200) for 2 h, and then revealed with streptavidin IgG conjugated

with AlexaFluor 488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch) diluted in blocking

solution (1:800) for 2 h. Regarding MAP2 revelation, slices were incu-

bated with goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed

AlexaFluor A594 (Life Technologies) diluted in blocking solution

(1:800) for 2 h.

The specificity of the double immunohistochemical labeling for

antibodies originating from the same host such as NTSR2, GFAP, Iba1,

or IL1β (or triple labeling including two antibodies from same host)

was tested by incubating some sections from CTL and PILO/KA ani-

mals with two primary antibodies with different targets; GFAP (rabbit,

for astrocytes) and Iba1 (rabbit, for microglia). The two antibodies

gave a clearly distinctive specific pattern and did not overlap. To

assess blocking efficiency, the second primary antibody was omitted,

but not the corresponding secondary antibody. In all cases, the second

secondary antibody did not detect the first primary antibody. Addi-

tional controls included incubation of some sections in a mixture of

one primary antibody and biotinylated rabbit normal IgG, or rabbit

normal IgG. The pattern of immunolabeling of these sections was the

same as for sections processed for single labeling.

2.6 | Primary glial cell cultures

Glial cells (astrocytes, microglia) were prepared from embryonic

day 18 (E18) or newborn (P0) rat cortices as we described previ-

ously (Mahler et al., 1997). Briefly, rats were killed by decapitation,

brains were removed, and cortices were dissected out and cleared

from the meninges. Pieces of cortices were digested in a Trypsin–

EDTA �1 solution for 15 min at 37�C and rinsed three times in

HBSS �1 followed by three rinses in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle

Medium Glutamax �1 (DMEM) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-

inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Next, cortices were mechani-

cally dissociated by successive pipetting in DMEM supplemented

with FBS. Dissociated cells were grown in DMEM supplemented

with 10% FBS and 100 i.u./ml penicillin/streptomycin (all supple-

ments were from Thermo Fisher Scientific, France). The cells were

seeded at a density of 200,000 cells/flask in T25 flasks for RT-

qPCR, 50,000 cells/well in 12-well plates for qualitative images and

at 10,000 cells/well in 96-well plates for pharmacological treat-

ments, and cultured at 37�C, 5% CO2. The medium was changed

twice per week and the cells were assessed experimentally after

14 days in culture.

2.7 | Induction of inflammation and
pharmacological treatments in primary glial cultures

Inflammation in primary glial cultures was induced by the addition of

proinflammatory agents such as interleukin 1 beta (IL1β, 10 ng/ml;

PeproTech, France) or lipopolysaccharide (LPS, 1 μg/ml; Sigma) for

1, 6, and 24 h, at 37�C, as we described previously (Gueye

et al., 2011). The supernatants were collected and centrifuged, and

TABLE 1 Primary antibodies used for
immunofluorescence (IF) and Western
blot (WB) analysisAntibodies Species Sources and references

Dilution

IF WB

NTSR2 Rabbit Novus Biologicals, NBP1-00959 1:100 1:200

GFAP Rabbit Dako, Z0334 1:500

Iba1 Rabbit Wako, 019-19741 1:500

PDGFR-β Rabbit Abcam, ab32570 1:100

Collagen IV Goat Southern Biotech, 1340-01 1:250

CD31 Mouse Abcam, ab64543 1:100

CD31 Rat Abcam, ab56299 1:100

GAPDH Mouse Millipore, Mab374 1:5000

NTSR3 Mouse Santa Cruz, E-9, sc-376576 1:200

IL-1β Rabbit Bioss, bs-6319R 1:300
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cells were used for RNA extraction and RT-qPCR analyses. Cultures

were also incubated with 1 μΜ NT (provided by Vect-Horus,

Marseille, France), 1 μΜ Levocabastine (Levo), or 1 μΜ SR142948A

(SR) (both from Sigma), for 24 h in the presence or absence of LPS.

After 24 h, medium was removed, and cells were washed in PB

and then fixed by a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Sigma)

for 20 min at RT. For immediate-early gene responses in vitro, pri-

mary glial cultures were incubated with the protein synthesis

inhibitor cycloheximide (CHX, 10 μg/ml, Cell Signaling Technology,

Massachusetts) in the presence or absence of LPS for 1, 6, and 24 h

at 37�C.

2.8 | Immunocytochemistry

Cell coated coverslips in 12-well or 96-well plates were rinsed three

times with PB 0.12 M and permeabilized in a blocking solution con-

taining 3% BSA and 0.1% Triton X-100 diluted in PB 0.12 M for

30 min at RT. Cells were incubated overnight with rabbit anti-NTSR2

antibody diluted in 3% BSA blocking solution inside a humidity cham-

ber at 4�C. The next day, wells were washed three times in PB 0.12 M

at RT and incubated, always in dark, with goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L)

highly cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A488 (1:800, Life Technologies)

diluted in the blocking solution for 2 h. After three washes in PB

0.12 M, cells were incubated with normal rabbit serum (1:20) for 2 h

and then with Fab goat anti-rabbit IgG (20 μg/ml) for another 2 h at

RT before incubation with rabbit anti-GFAP or rabbit anti-Iba1 at 4�C

overnight. The last day, cells were washed three times in PB 0.12 M

and incubated with goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed

AlexaFluor A594 (1:1000, Life Technologies) diluted in the blocking

solution for 2 h at RT. Nuclei were counterstained with 5 μg/ml DAPI

for 0.5 h at RT. After three washes in PB 0.12 M, coverslips were rap-

idly rinsed three times in distilled water and let to dry before mount-

ing on Superfrost glass slides using Fluoromount-G Mounting medium

and stored at �20�C. Labeling specificity was assessed under the

same conditions, by incubating some coverslips/wells from control

and treated cells in a solution omitting one of the primary antibodies,

and, furthermore, the specificity of the double immunolabeling for

antibodies originating from the same host was evaluated by incubat-

ing some coverslips with two primary antibodies with different tar-

gets, GFAP and Iba1. In all cases, no overlap of antibodies was

detected.

2.9 | Monocyte chemoattractant protein
1/chemokine C–C motif ligand 2 ELISA assay

Monocyte chemoattractant protein 1/chemokine C–C motif ligand

2 (MCP1/CCL-2) levels were evaluated using a commercially available

ELISA kit (PeproTech) according to the manufacturer's instructions. All

samples were analyzed in triplicate. The detection threshold was

16 pg/ml.

2.10 | RNA extraction and RT-qPCR

Total RNA was prepared from primary rat glial cultures using the

Nucleospin RNA plus kit (Macherey Nagel, France). cDNA was synthe-

sized from 500 ng of total RNA using the High-Capacity RNA-to-

cDNA Kit (Applied Biosystems, California). For real-time qPCR, we

used 12.5 ng of cDNA. The samples were run in duplicate on 96-well

plates and then analyzed with 7500 v2.0 software (Applied

Biosystems). The conditions of the thermal cycle were as follows:

initial denaturation at 95�C for 40 cycles, denaturation at 95�C, and

hybridization and extension at 60�C. Relative expression levels were

determined according to the ΔΔCt (Ct: cycle threshold) method where

the expression level of the mRNA of interest is given by 2�ΔΔCT,

where ΔΔCT = ΔCt target mRNA � ΔCt reference mRNA (Gapdh,

housekeeping gene) in the same sample. PCR experiments were

performed with the 7500 Fast Real Time PCR System (Applied

Biosystems), according to the manufacturer's recommendations. All

reactions were performed using TaqMan Fast Universal PCR Mix

(Applied Biosystems) and TaqMan Assays (Applied Biosystems) probes

(see Table 2).

2.11 | HEK 293 and N2a cell cultures and
transfection

Mouse neuroblastoma cells (N2a) obtained from Sigma were grown

in DMEM supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated FBS,

2 mM L-glutamine, 1% sodium pyruvate, and 50 U/ml penicillin/strep-

tomycin (all from Invitrogen), at 37�C, 5% CO2. Differentiation of N2a

cells was induced by treatment with 5 mM cyclic adenosine monop-

hosphate (cAMP, Sigma) in Opti-MEM (Invitrogen) for 5–7 days.

Human embryonic kidney (HEK 293) cells (American Type Tissue

TABLE 2 Rat TaqMan probes used for qPCR analysis

Gene

name Gene description Probe ID

Ntsr1 Neurotensin receptor1 Rn01415846

Ntsr2 Neurotensin receptor2 Rn00575514

Sort1/

Ntsr3

Sortilin1/Neurotensin receptor3 Rn01521847

Mcp1/ccl2 Monocyte chemoattract ligand1 Rn00580555

Il1β Interleukin1β Rn00580432

Il6 Interleukin6 Rn01410330

Tnfα Tumor necrosis factorα Rn01525859

Gfap Glial fibrillary acid protein Rn01253033

Iba1 Ionized calcium binding adaptor

molecule1

Rn00574125

Zif-268/

erg1

Zing finger protein 268/early growth

response protein1

Rn00561138

Gapdh Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase

Rn01775763
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Culture Collection ATCC, Manassas, Virginia) were grown in DMEM

supplemented with factors but with 5% FBS. Transfection with a

plasmid construct encoding rat NTSR2 DNA was carried out by using

JetPEI (Polyplus Transfection, Illkirch, France) according to the

manufacturer's instructions. Transfection took place in 12-well plates

containing approximately 50,000 cells and 2 ml Opti-MEM/well. For

each well, 100 μl NaCl 150 mM were mixed with 2 μl JetPEI and 1 μg

DNA. Mixtures were incubated for 20 min at RT. Forty-four hours

after transfection, cells were fixed with 4% PFA in PB 0.12 M for

20 min at RT and permeabilized as described above. Coverslips were

incubated with rabbit NTSR2 antibody that was revealed with goat

anti-rabbit IgG (H + L) highly cross-adsorbed AlexaFluor A488 (1:800,

Life Technologies). Cell nuclei were labeled by DAPI.

2.12 | Whole cell extract, subcellular fractionation,
and Western blot analysis

Whole cell extracts were obtained from CTL untreated and cAMP-

treated N2a cultures that were homogenized in 50 mM Tris–HCl,

pH 6,8, 5% SDS, 6% 2-mercaptoethanol, 10% glycerol, and 4 mM

EDTA as we described previously (Ivanov et al., 2009). Frozen rat pri-

mary glial cell pellets were fractioned into cytosolic (CF) and membrane

(MF) fractions using the ProteoExtraction Subcellular Proteosome

Extraction Kit (Merck Millipore, Massachusetts) according to the manu-

facturer's instructions. The purity of the fractions was assessed by

Western blotting with specific markers. The CF and MF were separated

into aliquots and protein concentrations were determined by the DC

protein assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California) according to the manufac-

turer's instructions. After 5 min boiling, Laemmli buffer with 6%

2-mercaptoethanol was added to aliquots containing 50 μg protein

which were analyzed on 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) using a MiniBlot system

(Bio-Rad). After electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred onto

Hybond-ECL nitrocellulose membranes (Amersham Biosciences, Buck-

inghamshire, UK) in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20%

ethanol). Before blocking, the blots were stained with Ponceau red to

visualize transfer efficiency. The blots were blocked in Tris-buffered

saline (TBS and 0.05% Tween20, TBS-T) containing 5% milk for 1 h at

RT and sequentially incubated overnight at 4�C in TBS-T containing 5%

milk and the following primary antibodies (see Table 1): mouse mono-

clonal GAPDH and NTSR3 antibodies and rabbit anti-NTSR2 anti-

body. After incubation with primary antibodies, blots were washed

three times for 5 min in TBS-T, incubated with corresponding

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) secondary antibodies all from Jack-

son ImmunoReasearch: goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP (1/5000), rabbit

anti mouse IgG (H + L) HRP (1/2000), and goat anti-rabbit IgG Fc-

HRP (1/2000), respectively, in TBS-T containing 5% milk for 1 h at

RT and washed three times for 5 min each with TBS-T. Finally, pro-

teins were detected using the ECL Prime Chemiluminescence Kit

(Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, France) and visualized using chemilu-

minescence imaging system (UVITEC, Cambridge, UK).

2.13 | Data analysis

Acquisitions were performed using a confocal laser-scanning micro-

scope (LSM 700, Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a �20 or �40 oil objec-

tive and analysis of immunostaining images was performed using ZEN

software (Zeiss). To visualize the whole hippocampus, the mosaic

function was required. Z-stack function was also useful to determine

precisely the co-expression of two markers in the same cells. Finally,

ImageJ software (NIH) was used to quantify each immunolabeling.

Pictures were binarized to 16-bit black and white images and a fixed

intensity threshold was applied, defining each staining. Images were

obtained with double averaging, frame size 1024 � 1024, and 1 AU

pinhole for each channel. Images were processed using Adobe Photo-

shop software. For analysis of pharmacological treatments in CTL and

inflamed glial cultures in 96-well plates, the InCell Analyzer 2200

(GE Healthcare, France) and Developer software (GE Healthcare)

were used.

2.14 | Quantification of NTSR2 levels in GFAP+

cells on rat tissue

The mean fluorescence intensity (mean gray value) was measured in

three different hippocampal regions: dentate gyrus (DG), CA1, and

CA3. Co-labeled NTSR2 and GFAP+ cells were identified, and their

fluorescence was estimated in Z-stack �40 acquired images on cell

bodies and processes by drawing around them. A minimum of

n = 200 GFAP+ cells were analyzed from 3 CTL and 3 PILO rats at

each time point. We subtracted background fluorescence that was set

in areas devoid of stained cells in the same sections; an average value

of 3 such areas was obtained from every image. Data are presented as

the mean percentage of fluorescence of NTSR2+ cells co-labeled with

GFAP normalized to CTL (mean ± SEM [standard error of the mean]).

The same protocol was applied for IL1β quantification in different

brain cell types.

2.15 | Quantification of NTSR2 levels in blood
vessels on rat and mouse tissue

The mean fluorescence intensity was measured in blood vessels of

the DG and the lacunosum-moleculare (LM), by drawing and measur-

ing around the inner and outer surface of large and small morphologi-

cally identified vessels. Fluorescence was estimated in Z-stack �20

mosaic images. All vessels from 3 CTL and 3 PILO 3D rats (55 and

79 vessels, respectively) or 3 CTL and 3 KA 7D mice (66 and 80 ves-

sels, respectively) were quantified. We subtracted background fluo-

rescence that was set in the stratum radiatum, in areas devoid of brain

vessels in the same sections. An average value of 3 such areas was

obtained from every image. Data are presented as the mean percent-

age of fluorescence of NTSR2+ cells co-labeled with GFAP normal-

ized to CTL.
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F IGURE 1 NTSR2 protein is expressed in rat hippocampal astrocytes and increases following pilocarpine-induced SE. NTSR2 (green) and GFAP (red)
double immunolabeling was performed in CTL (a–c, g–i) and pilocarpine-treated rats at day 3 post-SE (PILO 3D, d–f, j–l). Cell nuclei were counterstained
with DAPI (blue, c and f). Merge corresponds to NTSR2/GFAP/DAPI (c and f). High magnification of the H of CTL (g–i) and PILO 3D (j–l) clearly shows

NTSR2 immunolabeling in GFAP+ astrocytes (see arrowheads), with stronger NTSR2 immunolabeling in PILO 3D compared with CTL animals. Note that
non-astrocytic (GFAP-negative) NTSR2+ cells, most likely neuronal cells, are visible both in CTL and PILO 3D (g–l, see arrows). NTSR2 immunoreactivity
is visible at the cell membrane, in the cell body and processes of astrocytes (see insets). In PILO 3D rats, NTSR2 immunolabeling displayed a more
punctate pattern at the cell membrane as well as in processes (inset in j and l) compared with CTL rats. Panels i and l correspond to NTSR2/GFAP
merged labeling. Scale bars: 450 μm in a–f, 10 μm in g–l, and 5 μm in insets. O, stratum oriens; P, pyramidal neurons of CA1, CA2, and CA3; R, stratum
radiatum; LM, stratum lacunosum-moleculare; M, molecular layer; DG, dentate gyrus; G, granule cell layer of the DG; H, hilus of the DG [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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2.16 | Quantification of NTSR2, GFAP, and Iba1
levels in CTL, inflamed, and NT-treated primary glial
cultures

Analyses were performed independently by NeuronExpert (Marseille,

France). The mean fluorescence intensity of NTSR2, GFAP, and Iba1

in the cell bodies and processes was measured in double stained cells

for NTSR2 and either GFAP or Iba1. For each condition in duplicate,

10 pictures per well were randomly taken from the whole well using

InCell Analyzer 2200 with �20 magnification, from a total of n = 3

independent experiments. We subtracted background fluorescence

that was set in areas devoid of cells in every image. All the images

were taken in the same conditions. Cell survival and area were auto-

matically assessed using Developer software. Data are presented as the

mean percentage of fluorescence of NTSR2 or GFAP/Iba1 in the same

cells, normalized to CTL. GFAP and Iba1 fluorescence levels were also

compared with each other and presented as the mean percentage of

fluorescence of each marker in different cells, normalized to GFAP.

2.17 | Statistical analysis

All experiments were performed at least three times with different rat

series or independent cultures. Student's t-test was used to compare

two groups. ANOVA analysis followed by Tukey's post hoc test was used

for multiple comparison. All data were expressed as the mean ± SEM.

Statistical significance was set at * p < .05, ** p < .01, and *** p < .001.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Validation of the NTSR2 antibody

We validated the specificity of the NTSR2 antibody by using transfec-

tion experiments followed by immunocytochemistry, RT-qPCR,

and/or Western blot in different cell types from different species, in

particular in human HEK 293, mouse N2a, and rat primary glial cul-

tures (Figure S1). Both HEK 293 (Figure S1(a)) and N2a cells

(Figure S1(b)) displayed stronger NTSR2 immunolabeling after trans-

fection with a plasmid construct encoding rat NTSR2, compared with

untransfected cells. Moreover, both types of cells displayed NTSR2

immunolabeling within the cell body and at the plasma membrane as

expected for receptor localization. NTSR2 is known to increase with

brain maturation (Lépée-Lorgeoux et al., 1999; Sarret et al., 1998).

We thus assessed NTSR2 protein expression in N2a cells differenti-

ated with cAMP (5 mM) compared with CTL and we observed a mar-

ked increase of NTSR2 fluorescence in both cell bodies and processes

(Figure S1(c)). This increase in NTSR2 immunoreactivity was con-

firmed by both RT-qPCR and Western blot that showed increased

NTSR2 mRNA and protein levels, respectively, in cAMP-treated N2a

cells compared with untreated (Figure S1(d), left and middle panels).

In Western blots, NTSR2 was detected as a single 45 kDa band in

F IGURE 2 NTSR2 immunolabeling in rat hippocampal astrocytes
increases at early time points and decreases at the chronic phase of
pilocarpine-induced TLE. NTSR2 levels were quantified in cells labeled
with both NTSR2 and GFAP and values were given as the mean
± SEM as a percentage of CTL for each area. The highest increase for
NTSR2 levels in astrocytes compared with CTL was observed in the
DG (a) and CA3 (c) in PILO 3D rats and in CA1 (b) in PILO 14D. In
PILO 3M, NTSR2 levels were significantly reduced in the DG and CA3
compared with CTL, but not in CA1. The number of rats per condition
is 3, and the number of cells per condition totals 200. Asterisks
indicate statistically significant differences: ** p < .01 (one-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey's post hoc test)
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whole extract of CTL untreated or cAMP-differentiated N2a cells

(Figure S1(d), middle panel). Rat primary glial cultures were fraction-

ated into CF and MF and the same amounts (50 μg) of CF and MF

were analyzed by Western blot for specific markers: Glyceraldehyde-

3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as a major cytosolic marker

(Baghirova et al., 2015; Sbai et al., 2021) and Sort1/NTSR3 as a

membrane marker (Béraud-Dufour et al., 2009; Mazella et al., 2010;

Sbai et al., 2021). Consistent with previous studies, GAPDH, NTSR2,

and Sort1/NTSR3 proteins were detected as a single band with

molecular weights of 38, 45, and 100 kDa, respectively (Dong

et al., 2015; Sbai et al., 2021), in primary glial cells (Figure S1(d), right

panel). We did not observe these bands when omitting the primary

F IGURE 3 NTSR2 is not expressed in rat hippocampal microglial cells following pilocarpine-induced SE. NTSR2 (green) and Iba1 (red)
microglia immunostaining was performed in CTL (a–c, g–i) and PILO 3D rats (d–f, j–l). Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue, c and f).
Merge corresponds to NTSR2/Iba1/DAPI (c and f). NTSR2 was not expressed in microglial cells in vivo since NTSR2 and Iba1 antibodies stain
distinct cells as revealed by high magnification images (g–l, see arrowheads). Scale bars: 450 μm in a–f and 10 μm in g–l [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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antibodies (data not shown). In primary glial cells, GAPDH is mainly

present in the CF and at much lower levels in the MF (Figure S1(d),

right panel). In contrast, both NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3 were present

in the MF at higher levels compared with the CF (Figure S1(d), right

panel), confirming their MF enrichment. All the above experiments

confirmed that the NTSR2 rabbit polyclonal antibody used in the pre-

sent study detected human, mouse, and rat NTSR2.

3.2 | NTSR2 protein is expressed in the rat
hippocampus and increases following pilocarpine-
induced SE

Several lines of evidence suggest that NTSR2 mRNA is expressed in

glial cells, namely astrocytes, in vitro and in vivo, including in the

hippocampus (Lépée-Lorgeoux et al., 1999; Nouel et al., 1999;

Walker et al., 1998). The NTSR2 protein was not expressed in hip-

pocampal astrocytes (Sarret et al., 2003) but was recently described

in astrocytes of the ventral tegmental area (Woodworth

et al., 2018). We questioned the expression of NTSR2 protein in

the hippocampus of CTL rats and its modulation in reactive astro-

cytes associated with epilepsy and neuroinflammation. In particular,

we studied NTSR2 expression pattern in the hippocampus of rats

at different stages following pilocarpine administration, a TLE

model characterized by rapid astrocyte and microglial activation in

the hippocampus (Shapiro et al., 2008). All rats that were injected

with pilocarpine and that survived developed SE (mortality rate was

around 25%). From 10 min to 1 h following pilocarpine injection,

rats exhibited limbic motor seizures every few minutes. After

3 weeks, spontaneous recurrent seizures started to appear that

F IGURE 4 NTSR2 protein is
expressed in rat blood vessels and
increases following pilocarpine-induced
SE. NTSR2 (green) immunostaining was
performed in CTL (a) and PILO 3D rats
(b). Cell nuclei were counterstained with
DAPI (blue). NTSR2 immunoreactivity
was present in blood vessel cells of the
LM with increased labeling in PILO 3D
rats. In addition, several cells around
these vessels displayed strong NTSR2
expression compared with CTL rats
(arrows). Other dispersed cells in LM
expressing NTSR2 are indicated
(arrowheads). Average percentage of
NTSR2 fluorescence intensity in DG and
LM vessels in CTL and PILO 3D rats (c).
Blood vessels of PILO 3D rats expressed
significant NTSR2 levels compared with

CTL vessels. Values are given as the
mean ± SEM as a percentage of CTL.
Asterisks indicate statistically significant
differences: *** p < .001 (Student's t-test).
GFAP (red, d, f, g, j, k, l) and NTSR2
(green, e, f, h, i, k, l) immunolabeling was
performed in PILO 3D rats. All astrocytes
(d–l, see arrows) around blood vessels
expressed NTSR2. High magnification of
the boxed-in area illustrated NTSR2
expression in the end-feet of astrocytes
that project on blood vessels of the LM
(i–l, arrowheads). In addition to
astrocytes, other cells in and around
blood vessels expressed NTSR2 (d, h, see
stars). Scale bars: 20 μm in a,b and 10 μm
in d–l [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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could last up to 60 s, and developed into generalized seizures

within the following days that persisted for the lifetime of the ani-

mals. These observations are in agreement with previous studies

(Knake et al., 2009; Papageorgiou et al., 2011; Schmidt-Kastner &

Ingvar, 1994; Sharma et al., 2007).

We performed dual immunohistochemical labeling of NTSR2 (green)

and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP, red), a mature astrocyte marker

(Dusart et al., 1991), at different stages following SE in pilocarpine-

treated rats (Figure 1). In all experiments, NTSR2-immunohistochemical

labeling was abolished when the anti-NTSR2 antibody was omitted (data

F IGURE 5 NTSR2 protein is expressed in rat blood vessel endothelial cells following pilocarpine-induced SE. NTSR2 (white), CD31 (red), and

ColIV (green) triple immunostaining was performed in PILO 3D rats (a–h). High magnification of the boxed-in area illustrates endothelial cells (red,
arrows) and basal lamina (green, arrowheads), revealed with anti-CD31 and anti-ColIV antibodies, respectively (e–h). NTSR2 labeling was mainly
associated with endothelial cells as revealed with CD31 labeling. NTSR2 (white), CD31 (red) and PDGFRβ (green) immunostaining was performed
in PILO 3D rats (i–p). High magnification of the boxed-in area illustrates endothelial cells (red) and pericytes (green), revealed with anti-CD31 and
anti-PDGFRβ antibodies, respectively (m–p). Triple labeling (NTSR2/CD31/PDGFRβ) confirmed NTSR2 expression in endothelial cells (m, n, p)
and faint or absent NTSR2 labeling in pericytes (o, p). Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 20 μm in a–d and i–l and
10 μm in e–h and m–p [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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not shown). We chose to illustrate the results obtained at 3 days post SE

(PILO 3D) with NTSR2 (Figure 1(a,d)) and GFAP (Figure 1(b,e)) labeling in

control (CTL) (Figure 1(a–c)) and pilocarpine-treated rats (Figure 1(d–f)).

Indeed, in our conditions, the 3-day time point corresponds to strong

astroglial inflammation, characterized by a dramatic increase of GFAP,

in agreement with the temporal profile described by Shapiro

et al. (2008). In sections from CTL rats, and at low magnification, NTSR2

immunolabeling was fairly homogeneous in all areas and layers of the

hippocampus (Figure 1(a,c)) and showed a regional-specific and laminar-

specific pattern within the hippocampus. Modest to moderate NTSR2

immunolabeling was found within all layers, including the stratum oriens

(O), stratum radiatum (R), and the stratum lacunosum-moleculare (LM) of

the CA1–CA2–CA3 areas, the stratum lucidum (SL) of CA2–CA3, the

molecular layer (M), and the hilus (H) of the dentate gyrus (DG) (Figure 1

(a)). The cell bodies of hippocampal pyramidal neurons (P) of CA1, CA2,

and CA3, and granule cells (G) of DG were moderately stained. The

NTSR2 immunolabeling pattern was clearly different in PILO 3D com-

pared with CTL rats. At low magnification, NTSR2 immunolabeling was

characterized by a punctiform pattern in O, R, LM, and H. Strong NTSR2

immunolabeling was observed within all layers and areas, including

the O, R, and the LM of the CA1–CA2–CA3 areas, the SL of CA2–CA3,

the M, the cell bodies of P of CA1–CA2–CA3 areas, and the H of the

DG (Figure 1(d,f)).

3.3 | NTSR2 protein is expressed in rat
hippocampal astrocytes and increases following
pilocarpine-induced SE

At high magnification, all scattered GFAP+ positive cells located in the H

were clearly immunolabeled for NTSR2, both in CTL and PILO 3D rats.

GFAP immunolabeling was clearly enhanced in astrocytes of the DG,

CA1, CA3, and the H of PILO 3D as compared with CTL rats, characteris-

tic of astrocytic reactivity and neuroinflammation. All astrocytes, both in

CTL and PILO 3D rats, as well as at all time points post-SE (data not

shown), were NTSR2 positive. NTSR2 immunolabeling was markedly

more intense in PILO 3D astrocytes in cell bodies, cell membrane and

processes compared with CTL astrocytes (compare insets in J and L with

insets in g and i). While NTSR2 was fairly diffuse in CTL astrocytes

(Figure 1(g–i), see insets), it appeared more punctiform in the astrocytes

of the PILO 3D rats (Figure 1(j–l), see insets).

Since differences in NTSR2 and GFAP labeling intensity in astro-

cytes were observed consistently between CTL and PILO 3D, we con-

ducted semi-quantitative analysis at various time points post-SE in

the DG, CA1, and CA3 to determine the relative extent of these

changes (Figure 2). In the DG, the mean NTSR2 levels were signifi-

cantly increased in PILO 3D (129.7 ± 3.5%, 30%) and PILO 7D (119.1

± 4.1%, 19%) when compared with CTL rats (100 ± 4.9%; n = 3 rats;

p < .01; Tukey's test), whereas no difference was found in PILO 14D

(105.1 ± 4.1%; n = 3 rats; p > .05; ANOVA). The mean NTSR2 levels

were significantly decreased at 3 months post SE (PILO 3M) (46.7

± 2.5%, 53%; n = 3 rats; p < .01; Tukey's test) (Figure 2(a)). In CA1,

the mean NTSR2 levels in astrocytes were significantly increased in

PILO 3D (182.3 ± 8.7%, 82%; n = 3 rats; p < .01; Tukey's test), PILO

7D (150.4 ± 5%, 50%) and to a much higher extent in PILO 14D

(229.2 ± 8.9%, 129%) as compared with CTL (100 ± 4.9%; n = 3 rats;

p < .01; Tukey's test). No difference was found in PILO 3M (79.3

± 3.2%; n = 3 rats; p > .05; ANOVA) (Figure 2(b)). In CA3, the mean

NTSR2 levels in astrocytes were significantly increased in PILO 3D

(135.9 ± 4.1%, 36%), PILO 7D (128.2 ± 5.6%, 28%) and PILO 14D

(123 ± 4.5%, 23%) as compared with CTL (100 ± 4.3%; n = 3 rats;

p < .01; Tukey's test), whereas the mean NTSR2 levels in astrocytes

were significantly decreased in PILO 3M (55 ± 2.8%, 45%; n = 3 rats;

p < .01; Tukey's test) (Figure 2(c)). Our data show that NTSR2 protein

is expressed in hippocampal astrocytes of CTL rats and its expression

is differentially regulated in distinct hippocampal regions following

pilocarpine-induced seizures.

3.4 | NTSR2 protein is not expressed in rat
microglial cells in vivo following pilocarpine-
induced SE

We next sought to determine whether NTSR2 is also expressed and/or

regulated in microglial cells, that also contribute to inflammation in

pilocarpine-induced seizures in rats. To this end, we performed double

immunolabeling of NTSR2 (Figure 3(a,d), green) and the ionized macro-

phage and microglia specific calcium-binding adaptor molecule-1 (Iba1)

(Ohsawa et al., 2004) (Figure 3(b,e), red) in CTL and pilocarpine-treated rats

at different time points post-SE, in the DG, CA1, and CA3. Similar to GFAP,

increased Iba1 immunolabeling, characteristic of inflammation, was

observed in hippocampal microglial cells of PILO 3D rats as compared with

CTL rats (Shapiro et al., 2008). High magnification images from CTL rats

(Figure 3(g–i)) and PILO 3D (Figure 3(j–l)), clearly showed that the NTSR2

and Iba1 antibodies stained distinct cells in the H of the DG (Figure 3(g–l),

see arrowheads), and in all other subfields of the hippocampus (data not

shown), indicating that NTSR2 is not expressed in microglial cells in vivo.

3.5 | NTSR2 protein is expressed in rat blood
vessels and increases following pilocarpine-induced SE

Immunohistochemical analysis of hippocampal slices revealed that the

NTSR2 protein is expressed in blood vessels of the LM of CTL and

PILO 3D rats (Figure 4(a,b), in green). The pattern of NTSR2

immunolabeling was clearly altered in and around the blood vessels of

PILO 3D rats (Figure 4(b)), compared with that observed in CTL rats

(Figure 4(a)). The expression of NTSR2 increased in the blood vessels

of the LM of PILO 3D. Furthermore, we observed several cells in the

close vicinity of these vessels (see arrows), and other cells sparsely

distributed around the blood vessels (see arrowheads), which dis-

played also high NTSR2 immunolabeling with a punctate pattern.

Because differences in NTSR2 labeling intensity in the blood vessels

were observed consistently between CTL and PILO animals, we

conducted semi-quantitative analysis in CTL and PILO 3D rats to

determine the relative extent of these changes (Figure 4(c)). In the LM
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and DG, the mean intensities of blood vessel labeling for NTSR2 were

significantly increased in the PILO 3D animals (313.6 ± 21.4%, 213%;

p < .001, Student's t-test), when compared with CTL rats (100

± 12.2%). Thus, these data indicate upregulation of NTSR2 protein

expression in the blood vessels during pilocarpine-induced seizures.

3.6 | NTSR2 protein is expressed in rat astrocytic
end-feet and endothelial blood vessel cells following
pilocarpine-induced SE

Since all GFAP-labeled cells were also labeled for NTSR2, we per-

formed high magnification confocal microscopic analysis to reveal the

cellular compartments of astrocytes that were immunolabeled for

NTSR2 (Figure 4(d–l)). We used GFAP to label astrocytes, astrocytic

processes, and end-feet. Double immunofluorescence showed high

NTSR2 expression in all reactive hypertrophic astrocytes (expressing

high levels of GFAP) that were located around the blood vessels of

the LM (Figure 4(d–h), yellow, see arrows) in PILO 3D rats, when

NTSR2 expression reached its peak. In addition, high magnification

images revealed that astrocytic processes as well as their end-feet

that project on blood vessels, were also strongly immunolabeled for

NTSR2 (Figure 4(i–l), yellow, see arrowheads). Nevertheless, other

cells that constitute the blood vessels that were not GFAP-positive

also expressed high levels of NTSR2 (see stars in Figure 4(d–h)). These

vessels are constituted by endothelial cells, surrounded by a basal

lamina, pericytes, astrocytic end-feet, microglia and neurons that col-

lectively form the blood–brain barrier (BBB) (ElAli et al., 2014; Uzunalli

et al., 2019). In order to determine the identity of the

NTSR2-expressing cells in blood vessels, we used antibodies directed

against the endothelial cell adhesion molecule CD31 and pericyte

marker platelet derived growth factor receptor-beta, PDGFRβ

(Uzunalli et al., 2019). The basal lamina was revealed using an anti-

body against Collagen IV (ColIV) (Figure 5). We first examined

whether endothelial cells expressed NTSR2. To this end, we per-

formed NTSR2, CD31, and ColIV triple immunolabeling in PILO 3D

rats (Figure 5(a–h)). High magnification images of LM blood vessels

revealed that NTSR2 was expressed in endothelial cells since both

NTSR2 and CD31 stained the same cells (Figure 5(e–h)). Endothelial

cells displayed a punctiform NTSR2 immunolabeling pattern. Note

that the ColIV immunolabeling (Figure 5(g–h), see arrowheads) was

closely apposed to CD31 labeling (Figure 5(h), see arrows), as endo-

thelial cells were surrounded by basal lamina. Blood vessel pericytes

are present on the abluminal surface of the endothelium and in direct

contact with endothelial cells while separated by the basement

membrane (Armulik et al., 2011). To determine whether NTSR2 was

expressed in pericytes, NTSR2, CD31, and PDGFRβ triple immunolabeling

was carried out in PILO 3D rats (Figure 5(i–p)). High magnification

images showed that NTSR2 was faintly expressed in PDGFRβ-

labeled pericytes, as compared with strong labeling of CD31-labeled

endothelial cells (Figure 5(m–p)). The faint NTSR2 immunolabeling

displayed by pericytes is more diffuse than that showed for

astrocytes and endothelial cells (Figure 5(o–p)). Thus, our results

indicated that NTSR2 is not only increased in its expression in

reactive astrocytes, but also in endothelial cells, in association with

neuroinflammation.

3.7 | NTSR2 protein is also expressed in mice
hippocampal astrocytes, astrocytic end-feet, and
endothelial cells and increases following kainate-
induced SE

In order to evaluate whether increased NTSR2 expression was spe-

cific to the rat pilocarpine TLE model or may occur in other TLE

models, we injected KA to adult mice, generating SE and subsequent

damage to the CA3 subfield, along with injury to the CA1 and

DG/hilar region. All mice developed spontaneous recurrent seizures

within 5 days, in agreement with previously published studies (Mouri

et al., 2008) and displayed sustained neuroinflammation with

astrogliosis post-KA-induced SE (Chen et al., 2005; M. Ding

et al., 2000).

We performed dual immunohistochemical labeling of NTSR2

(green) and GFAP (red) in CTL and KA-injected mice 1 week post-SE

(KA 7D), when animals displayed sustained neuroinflammation

(Figure S2). In CTL mice, and at low magnification, NTSR2

immunolabeling was fairly homogeneous in all hippocampal areas

(Figure S2(a,c)) and showed a regional-specific and laminar-specific

pattern. Modest to moderate NTSR2 immunolabeling was found

within all layers (Figure S2(a)). The NTSR2 immunolabeling pattern was

TABLE 3 Ratios of mRNAs encoding inflammatory molecules in the hippocampus of PILO 3D rats compared with CTL

mRNA
Rat1PILO3D/
CTL mRNA ratio

Rat2PILO3D/
CTL mRNA ratio

Rat3PILO3D/
CTL mRNA ratio Mean

IL1β 4.65 16.2 3.71 8.19

IL6 1.43 3.3 1.41 2.05

TNFα 3.95 5.73 2.47 4,05

GFAP 19,29 18.54 8.34 15.39

Iba1 6.62 4.74 2.95 4.77

Note: RT-qPCR analyses were performed to assess the levels of mRNAs encoding the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL1β, IL6, and TNFα and inflammatory

markers GFAP and Iba1. Values are the mean of 3 PILO 3D rats normalized to CTL (mean value calculated from 4 rats normalized to the corresponding

internal standard GAPDH). Results show a clear induction in all 3D PILO rats of the mRNAs encoding the pro-inflammatory cytokines and neuro-

inflammation markers.
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clearly enhanced in KA 7D compared with CTL mice (Figure S2(d)).

At low magnification, NTSR2 immunolabeling was characterized by a

punctiform and filamentous pattern in O, R, LM, and H. Strong NTSR2

immunolabeling was observed within all hippocampal layers (Figure S2

(d,f)). This strong increase of NTSR2 is associated with induced GFAP

immunolabeling (compare Figure S2(b) with Figure S2(e)). At high mag-

nification, all GFAP+ cells of the hippocampus were double immuno-

labeled for NTSR2, as illustrated in the H, both in CTL (Figure S2(g–i))

and KA 7D (Figure S2(j–l)). In KA 7D, NTSR2 immunolabeling was

remarkably more intense, in astrocytic cell membranes and processes.

The staining of NTSR2 and Iba1 in CTL and KA 7D mice sections

(where a dramatic increase of Iba1 is observed) were clearly distinct

(Figure S3), indicating that NTSR2 was not expressed in mice microglial

cells.

An increase of NTSR2 immunolabeling was also observed in the

blood vessels of KA-treated mice (Figure S4(a,b)). Other cells around

these vessels, likely perivascular astrocytes projecting their processes

(indicated by arrows and asterisks), displayed moderate to strong

NTSR2 labeling when compared with CTL (arrowheads) (Figure S4(b)).

Semi-quantitative analysis in CTL and KA 7D mice showed that the

mean intensities of NTSR2 labeling around the blood vessels in

the LM and DG were significantly increased in the KA 7D (267.5

± 21.7%, 167%; p < .001, Student's t-test), when compared with CTL

animals (100 ± 7.1%) (Figure S4(c)). In KA 7D mice sections, reactive

GFAP+ astrocytes around the LM blood vessels showed strong

NTSR2 expression (Figure S4(d–h), see arrows). At high magnification,

astrocytic processes and end-feet were also strongly immunolabeled

for NTSR2 (arrowheads), as well as other cells on the luminal side of

the blood vessels (stars) (Figure S4(i–l)). Triple immunolabeling of

NTSR2, CD31, and ColIV in KA 7D mice showed that NTSR2 was

strongly expressed in endothelial cells (Figure S5(a–h)), while triple

NTSR2, CD31, and PDGFRβ immunolabeling confirmed NTSR2 spe-

cific expression in endothelial cells and showed faint, rather diffused

expression in pericytes (Figure S5(i–p)). Collectively, similar to PILO

animals, our data showed that NTSR2 expression is increased in

astrocytes and blood vessels in association with neuroinflammation in

KA-treated animals.

3.8 | Changes in proinflammatory cytokines and
inflammation markers following PILO-induced SE

Our results suggest a link between NTSR2 regulation and neu-

roinflammation. There is evidence that in addition to the induction of

neuroinflammation markers such as GFAP and Iba1 (including this

study), PILO-induced SE is associated with induction of pro-

inflammatory factors (Vieira et al., 2014). We thus assessed whether

this was the case in our PILO model for major cytokines such as IL1β,

IL6, and TNFα. We first used RT-qPCR to compare the mRNA expres-

sion levels of these cytokines at PILO 3D, in parallel with GFAP and

Iba1 neuroinflammation markers. Our results (Table 3) clearly indicate

that in all animals studied, there is strong induction, from 2-fold to

F IGURE 6 NTSR2 protein is expressed in rat primary cultured
glial cells. Double NTSR2 (green, b) and GFAP (red, c)

immunofluorescence shows that astrocytes from rat primary glial
cultures express NTSR2 within the cell body and at the plasma
membrane (b, d, see arrowheads). The strong immunostaining found
in the cell body likely corresponds to the Golgi apparatus. NTSR2
(green, f) was also expressed in microglial cells from rat primary glial
cultures, identified by Iba1 (red, g). Cell nuclei were counterstained
with DAPI (blue, a, b, d & e, f, h). Merge corresponds to
superimposition of DAPI, NTSR2, and GFAP (d), or DAPI, NTSR2 and
Iba1 staining (h). The fluorescence intensity of NTSR2 labeling in
GFAP+ cells was compared with that of Iba1+ cells (i). The average
intensity of NTSR2 was significantly higher in microglial cells
compared with astrocytes (h). Values are given as the mean ± SEM
normalized to GFAP+ cells. Asterisk indicates statistically significant
difference: * p < .05 (Student's t-test). Scale bar: 10 μm [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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8.2-fold on average, for the mRNAs encoding pro-inflammatory cyto-

kines, and 4.8-fold to 15.4-fold on average for those encoding inflam-

matory markers. Among the three major cytokines we studied, IL1β

appears the most induced.

To further confirm these results, we compared IL1β protein

expression in CTL and PILO 3D rat brain tissue sections using immu-

nohistochemistry (Figure S6). In sections from CTL rats, modest to

moderate IL1β immunolabeling was observed in the enthorinal cortex

(EC) (Figure S6(a)), DG (Figure S6(c)), and CA1 area (Figure S6(e)). In

sections from PILO 3D, IL1β immunolabeling was strongly increased

in cell bodies with processes reminiscent of the glial phenotype

located in the EC (Figure S6(b), see arrows), LM, G, and H of the DG

(Figure S6(d), see arrows), the O, R (data not shown), and the P of area

CA1, (Figure S6(f), see arrows). Several non-glia-like cells were also

strongly immunolabeled for IL1β in the EC of PILO 3D (Figure S6(b), see

arrowheads) compared with CTL rats (Figure S6(a), see arrowheads). At

high magnification, increased IL1β immunolabeling was also observed at

the border of vessels (Figure S6, inset) located in the EC of PILO 3D. In

CTL rats, strong IL1β immunolabeling was observed in scattered hilar

neuronal cells (mossy and/or interneurons) in the H (see stars in

Figure S6(c)), while in PILO 3D these cells were no longer present proba-

bly due to neurodegeneration known to occur in this model

(Boulland et al., 2007; reviewed in Houser, 2014). In PILO 3D rats,

IL1β immunolabeling displayed a more punctate pattern in the cell

bodies as well as in processes (inset in b, d, and f) compared with

CTL rats (inset in a, c, and e).

Since differences in IL1β immunolabeling intensity were observed

consistently between CTL and PILO rats, we first carried out double

immunolabeling to identify the cell types with increased IL1β GFAP

and MAP2 specific markers to identify mature astrocytes and neu-

rons, respectively (Figure S7). Second, we conducted semi-

quantitative analysis at 3 days post-SE in the EC, DG, and CA1 to

determine the relative extent of these changes (Figure S8). IL1β

(green, Figure S7(b)), and GFAP (red, Figure S7(c)) double

immunolabeling shows that the increased IL1β expression occurred

within the cell bodies and processes of astrocytes located in the EC,

F IGURE 7 Inflammation differentially
affects NTSR expression in rat primary
glial cultures. Histograms showing RT-
qPCR quantification of the inflammatory
cytokines IL1β (a) and MCP-1/ccl2 mRNA
levels (b), after 1, 6, and 24 h treatment
with either IL1β (10 ng/ml) or LPS
(1 μg/ml). MCP-1/CCL2 protein in the
supernatants of cultured glial cells was

assessed by ELISA after 24 h treatment
with either IL1β or LPS (c). IL1β mRNA
was induced after 1 and 6 h treatment
with LPS, and MCP-1/ccl2 mRNA was
induced after 6 h treatment with either
IL1β or LPS. Accordingly, MCP-1/CCL2
protein was increased in primary glial
cultures after IL1β or LPS treatment. RT-
qPCR analyses show that NTSR2 (d) and
Sort1/NTSR3 (e) mRNAs were induced
after 1 h treatment with IL1β or LPS,
while NTSR1 mRNA levels were not
modulated (f). Values for a, b, d, e, f are
given as the mean ± SEM normalized to
CTL. Asterisks indicate statistically
significant differences: * p < .05,
** p < .01 (one-way ANOVA followed by
Tukey's post hoc test)
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DG, and CA1. In addition, IL1β (green, Figure S7(d)) and MAP2 (red,

Figure S7(e)) double immunolabeling shows that increased IL1β

expression occurred also within neurons located in the EC of PILO

3D. Double immunolabeling shows a colocalization of IL1β (green,

Figure S7(g)) and GFAP (Figure S7(h)) at the blood vessels of the EC of

PILO 3D rats. In addition, we also observed several cells immuno-

labeled for IL1β and GFAP around these vessels. Astrocytic processes,

as well as their end-feet that project on blood vessels, were also

strongly immunolabeled for IL1β (Figure S7(i), yellow, see arrowheads).

Semi-quantitative analysis (Figure S8) revealed that in the EC, the

mean IL1β levels were significantly increased in astrocytes (202.8%,

Figure S8(a)), neurons (188.5%, Figure S8(b)), and vessels (180.2%,

Figure S8(c)) of PILO 3D when compared with CTL rats (100%). Simi-

larly, in the hippocampus, the mean IL1β levels in astrocytes were also

significantly increased in the DG (163.11%, Figure S8(d)) as well as in

area CA1 (192.10%, Figure S8(e)) in PILO 3D when compared with

CTL rats. Thus, we showed that IL1β is induced in vivo in the same cell

types and structures as those observed for NTSR2 induction. Our

study showed that PILO rats displayed increased expression of inflam-

matory molecules, as reported in different epileptic models

(De Simoni et al., 2000; Vieira et al., 2014; Voutsinos-Porche

et al., 2004), and justify using IL1β as a proinflammatory factor to

study the effects of neuroinflammation on the regulation of NTSR2

expression in primary glial cultures.

F IGURE 8 Antagonizing NTSR2 downregulates NTSR2, GFAP, and Iba1 in inflamed rat primary glial cultures. Histograms comparing the
average fluorescence intensity of NTSR2 (a) and GFAP (b) in astrocytes, or NTSR2 (c) and Iba1 (d) in microglia. Cells were treated with
neurotensin (NT), Levocabastine (Levo, NTSR2 agonist), SR142948A (SR, NTSR2 antagonist), LPS, LPS + NT, LPS + Levo, or LPS + SR at 1 μM
final concentration for all molecules except LPS at 1 μg/ml. In all cases, protein levels of NTSR2, GFAP, and Iba1 all increased significantly after
24 h LPS alone treatment. In GFAP+ astrocytes, SR alone decreased NTSR2 protein compared with untreated cells (a). NT alone increased GFAP
protein compared with CTL (b). After 24 h-LPS-treatment, SR decreased GFAP protein back to CTL levels compared with LPS alone-treated cells
(b). In Iba1+ microglia (c), after 24 h LPS treatment, SR decreased NTSR2 protein back to CTL levels. NT alone increased Iba1 protein compared
with CTL (d). After 24 h-LPS-treatment, SR decreased Iba1 protein back to CTL levels compared with LPS alone-treated cells (d). Values are given
as the mean percentage ± SEM normalized to CTL. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
(Student's t-test)
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3.9 | Inflammation modulates differentially the
expression of NTSRs in rat primary glial cultures

We first performed NTSR2 (Figure 6(b), green) and GFAP (Figure 6(c),

red) double immunofluorescence labeling on primary glial cultures to

validate our findings regarding NTSR2 astrocytic expression in rat

brain tissue. Confocal microscopy analysis confirmed that all GFAP-

labeled astrocytes were co-labeled for NTSR2 within the cytoplasm as

well as at the cell membrane and processes (Figure 6(b,d), see arrow-

heads). The strong NTSR2 immunostaining observed in the cell body

likely corresponds to the Golgi apparatus. We observed that not only

astrocytes but the totality of cells in these glial cultures, that include

astrocytes and microglial cells, were NTSR2-labeled. We performed

NTSR2 (Figure 6(f), green) and Iba1 (Figure 6(g), red) double immuno-

fluorescence on the same cultures and observed that in vitro, NTSR2

was expressed in microglial cells from primary glial cultures, in con-

trast to our in vivo findings. NTSR2 immunolabeling was more intense

within the cell body and membrane compared with the cell processes

(Figure 6(f,h)). NTSR2 expression in microglia was stronger than that

observed in astrocytes of CTL glial cultures. Indeed, quantitative anal-

ysis showed that the average fluorescence intensity for NTSR2 was

significantly higher in Iba1-labeled microglia (149.4 ± 19.7%, 49%;

p < .05, Student's t-test), compared with that of GFAP-labeled astro-

cytes (100 ± 13%) (Figure 6(i)).

In order to study the effects of inflammation on the regulation of

NTSR2 expression in primary glial cultures, cells were treated with

IL1β and LPS. IL1β was chosen considering that it is induced at high

levels in our model and is known to be strongly induced during the

inflammatory phase in vivo, notably in epilepsy (De Simoni

et al., 2000; reviewed in Fabene et al., 2010; Vezzani & Granata,

2005; Vezzani et al., 2008; Vezzani et al., 2011). LPS was used as an

additional well characterized pro-inflammatory factor shown to induce

neuroinflammation and notably GFAP in vitro and in vivo

(Brahmachari et al., 2006; Hauss-Wegrzyniak et al., 1998, 2000; Rosi

et al., 2006; Sbai et al., 2010). The inflammatory response of primary

glial cultures to IL1β or LPS was monitored by following the expres-

sion of IL1β and MCP-1/ccl2 mRNA by RT-qPCR at different time

points (1, 6, and 24 h), and synthesis of MCP-1/CCL2 by ELISA after

24 h treatment. In contrast to IL1β, LPS significantly induced IL1β

mRNA levels at 1 h (8.6 ± 2.5, n = 8; p < .05) and 6 h (11.5 ± 2.3,

n = 8; p < .01) compared with CTL (1 ± 0.0; n = 8; Tukey's test) (Fig-

ure 7(a)). The expression of MCP-1/ccl2 mRNA levels was significantly

induced by IL1β as well as by LPS at 6 h (IL1β 6 h: 4.1 ± 1; n = 8;

p < .05; LPS 6 h: 8.2 ± 1; n = 8; p < .001, Tukey's test) (Figure 7(b)).

Consistent with the RT-qPCR data, MCP-1/CCl2 was produced at sig-

nificant levels in the supernatants of cultured glial cells after 24 h

treatment by IL1β (357.9 ± 25.4 ng/ml; 545.5%) or LPS (716

± 27.4 ng/ml; 1091.3%) as compared with CTL (65.6 ± 14.1 ng/ml,

100%; n = 8; p < .01; Tukey's test) (Figure 7(c)). These data confirmed

that our glial cultures were inflamed. We next analyzed the expression

of NTSR2 and the other NTSRs, after 1, 6, and 24 h treatment with

either IL1β or LPS. Inflammation induced rapid upregulation of mRNAs

encoding NTSR2 (IL1β 1 h: 2.9 ± 0.7; n = 8; p < .05; Tukey's test; LPS

1 h: 3.4 ± 0.9; n = 8; p < .01; Tukey's test) (Figure 7(d)) and to a lower

extent Sort1/NTSR3 (IL1β 1 h: 1.4 ± 0.2; n = 8; p < .05; Tukey's test;

LPS 1 h: 1.6 ± 0.2; n = 8; p < .001; Tukey's test) (Figure 7(d,e)) at 1 h

after IL1β or LPS treatments. No significant modulation of NTSR2

(IL1β 6 h: 1.4 ± 0.5; n = 8; p > .05; ANOVA; LPS 6 h: 2.1 ± 0.4; n = 8;

p > .05; ANOVA) and Sort1/NTSR3 mRNA (IL1β 6 h: 1 ± 0.1; p > .05;

ANOVA; LPS 6 h: 0.8 ± 0.1; n = 8; p > .05; ANOVA) was observed

after either IL1β or LPS treatment at 6 h (Figure 7(d,e)). However,

significant decrease of mRNA encoding Sort1/NTSR3 was observed

at 24 h after IL1β or LPS treatments (IL1β 24 h: 0.6 ± 0.1; n = 8;

p < .05; Tukey's test; LPS 24 h: 0.5 ± 0.1; n = 8; p < .01; Tukey's test)

(Figure 7(e)). Our RT-qPCR results indicated that NTSR1 mRNAs

were expressed at very low levels compared with NTSR2 or Sort1/

NTSR3 (�2000 times less based on Ct differences), and our study

showed no significant modulation of NTSR1 mRNA by IL1β and LPS

at all time points examined (n = 8; p > .05; ANOVA) (Figure 7(f)).

These results indicate that inflammation differentially affects the

expression of NTSRs in primary glial cultures.

3.10 | NTSR2 antagonism regulates NTSR2, GFAP,
and Iba1 protein expression in rat primary glial
cultures

Since NTSR2 expression is regulated by inflammation, we investigated

whether modulating NTSR activity with previously described agonists

or antagonists could in turn regulate NTSR2 expression and glial cell

inflammation. We used Levocabastine (Levo, NTSR2 agonist)

(Coppola et al., 2008; Mazella et al., 1996; Richard et al., 2001), and

SR142948A (SR, NTSR2 antagonist) (Gully et al., 1997; Kreitel

et al., 2002; Schaeffer et al., 1998). Dual NTSR2/GFAP (Figure 8(a,b)),

and NTSR2/Iba1 (Figure 8(c,d)) immunocytochemistry was carried out

on primary glial cultures treated with NT, Levo, SR, LPS, LPS + NT,

LPS + Levo, or LPS + SR for 24 h. The levels of fluorescence intensity

of each marker were compared with those of untreated CTL astro-

cytes or microglia, as well as between them (Figure 8). LPS was

applied at 1 μg/ml. All ligands were applied at 1 μM based on previ-

ously published results (Vincent, 1995; Vita et al., 1998). In astrocytes,

quantitative analysis showed that the NTSR2 antagonist SR142948A

significantly reduced NTSR2 protein expression (52.3 ± 14; 48%;

n = 3 in duplicate; p = .02; Student's t-test) compared with untreated

CTL cultures (Figure 8(a)). LPS caused significant increase of NTSR2

protein expression (219.4 ± 39.6; 119%; n = 3 in duplicate; p = .005;

Student's t-test) compared with CTL. SR decreased NTSR2 protein

levels in LPS-inflamed astrocytes but did not reach the level of signifi-

cance (154.8 ± 64). NT alone significantly increased GFAP protein

expression (147.2 ± 17; 47%; n = 3 in duplicate; p = .042; Student's t-

test) compared with CTL astrocytes (100 ± 15.9) (Figure 8(b)),

suggesting that treatment with a NTSR2 agonist increased astrocytic

inflammation. GFAP levels, similarly to NTSR2, were also increased

significantly after 24 h LPS treatment (227.9 ± 34.5; 128%; n = 3 in

duplicate; p = .0008; Student's t-test) when compared with CTL

astrocytes. GFAP protein was significantly downregulated upon SR
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treatment in LPS-treated astrocytes (136.6 ± 9.2; 91%; n = 3 in dupli-

cate; p = .01; Student's t-test) compared with LPS alone. These data

indicated that antagonizing NTSR2 may regulate astrocytic

inflammation.

Considering that NTSR2 is expressed also in microglial cells

in vitro, the levels of NTSR2 and Iba1 were also quantified in double

labeled cells and compared in the same glial cultures treated under

the same conditions. As for astrocytes, LPS led to a significant

increase of NTSR2 protein expression (128.7 ± 11.2; 29%; n = 3 in

duplicate; p = .045; Student's t-test) as compared with CTL. Cultures

treated simultaneously with LPS and SR led to significantly decreased

NTSR2 levels compared with LPS-treated cells alone (90.5 ± 14.3;

38%; n = 3 in duplicate; p = .03; Student's t-test) (Figure 8(c)). Simi-

larly to astrocytes, NT treatment in primary glial cultures led to signifi-

cant increase of Iba1 levels in microglial cells (139.8 ± 10.7; 40%;

n = 3 in duplicate; p = .004; Student's t-test) as compared with CTL

(100 ± 8.8) (Figure 8(d)). Also, similarly to GFAP and NTSR2 levels

both in astrocytes and microglia, Iba1 protein expression was signifi-

cantly increased after 24 h treatment with LPS (149.1 ± 10; 49%;

n = 3 in duplicate; p = .0002; Student's t-test), compared with CTL.

Finally, SR significantly decreased Iba1 protein expression in LPS-

inflamed microglia compared with LPS-treated microglia alone (105.3

± 17.7; 44%; n = 3 in duplicate; p = .032; Student's t-test), suggesting

that blocking NTSR2 can potentially modulate microglial inflammation.

Collectively, these results showed that at least in vitro, NTSR2 is

induced at high levels in both reactive astrocytes and microglia, and

that astrocyte and microglial reactivity can be modulated by a NTSR2

agonist (NT) and antagonist (SR).

3.11 | NTSR2 is expressed as an immediate early
gene in inflamed rat glial cultures

The transient and rapid (as early as 1 h) upregulation by inflammation

of mRNAs encoding NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3 was reminiscent of the

pattern of expression of immediate-early genes (IEGs). Expression of

such primary response genes is independent of protein synthesis

(Alberini, 2008; Herschman, 1991; Lau & Nathans, 1991). In order to

determine whether the activation of NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3

requires protein synthesis, we incubated glial cells with or without

LPS (1 μg/ml) and/or cycloheximide (CHX), a protein synthesis inhibi-

tor at 10 μg/ml (Cochran et al., 1984; Greenfield et al., 1996), for 1, 6,

and 24 h prior to RNA extraction and RT-qPCR analysis. We used as a

standard positive control Zif-268/egr-1, a zinc-finger protein known

to be rapidly induced in diverse cell types following activation by a

variety of stimulants, including LPS (Gashler & Sukhatme, 1995; Xu

et al., 2001; Yao et al., 1997). RT-qPCR analysis demonstrated that in

rat glial cells, LPS alone induced strong, rapid and transient expression

of Zif-268/egr-1 mRNA, with a peak in mRNA levels occurring at the

1 h time point (23 ± 0.5; 23-fold; n = 3; p < .001; Tukey's test) as

compared with untreated CTL cells (1 ± 0.0) (Figure S9(a)). When

combining LPS with CHX in glial cell cultures, we observed a super-

induction of Zif-268/egr-1 mRNA at all time points compared with

LPS (Figure S9(a), left plot) with a 7.7-fold super-induction of Zif-268/

egr-1 mRNA levels at 1 h (177.1 ± 15.3; n = 3; p < .05; Tukey's t-test)

over LPS alone (Figure S9(a), right diagram). Thus, the zif-268/egr-1

gene is induced as an IEG by LPS in rat primary glial cells and this

induction is independent of de novo protein synthesis, consistent with

other cell types (Gashler & Sukhatme, 1995; Hughes et al., 1993; Xu

et al., 2001; Yamaji et al., 1994; Yao et al., 1997).

LPS alone induced rapid and transient expression of NTSR2 and

Sort1/NTSR3 (Figure S9(b,c), left plots), with mRNA expression

peaking at the 1 h time point (NTSR2: 3.7 ± 0.3; Sort1/NTSR3: 2.8

± 0.2; n = 3; p < .001; Tukey's test) when compared with untreated

CTL glial cells (1 ± 0.0) (Figure S9(b,c), right diagrams). CHX-treatment

alone also induced NTSR2 (3.9 ± 0.3; 6 h: 3 ± 0.2; 3-fold; 24 h: 3.4

± 0.2; 3.4-fold; n = 3; p < .001; Tukey's t-test) and Sort1/NTSR3 (1 h:

3.1 ± 0.2; 3.1-fold; 6 h: 2.2 ± 0.1; 2.2-fold; 24 h: 2.1 ± 0.0; 2.1-fold;

n = 3; p < .001; Tukey's test) mRNA levels at all time points compared

with CTL (Figure S9(a–c)). CHX treatment did not block activation of

NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3, similarly to our results with Zif-268/egr-1,

indicating that LPS induction of NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3 mRNA

levels were not dependent upon de novo protein synthesis. Taken

together with the rapid and transient kinetics of activation, our results

suggested that Ntsr2 and Sort1/Ntsr3 genes respond as IEGs in cul-

tured rat glial cells.

4 | DISCUSSION

Our study shows that NTSR2 protein is expressed in rodent hippo-

campal astrocytes and increases together with astrocyte reactivity in

the early phases following induction of SE in two models of TLE. Fol-

lowing SE, NTSR2 immunoreactivity was also increased in perivascular

astrocytes and their end-feet and was apparent in endothelial cells.

Proinflammatory stimulation mediated by IL1β or LPS induced NTSR2

in astroglia in vitro. Treating cultured glial cells with a NTSR2 antago-

nist decreased NTSR2, GFAP, and Iba1 expression. Together, our

results suggest a role for NTSR2 in the regulation of gliovascular

inflammation.

4.1 | NTSR2 protein is expressed in astrocytes in
rat brain

In the present work, we investigated in vivo and in vitro, by

immunohisto-chemistry and immunocyto-chemistry laser scanning

confocal microscopy approaches, the expression of the NTSR2 pro-

tein in rat hippocampal cells using GFAP labeling combined with a

specific and validated anti-NTSR2 antibody. Our study clearly demon-

strates that the NTSR2 protein is expressed in the DG and CA1-CA3

regions of Ammon's horn.

Recently, NTSR2 was shown to be expressed in the DG and CA3

in a transgenic mice line (NtsR2Cre/+,GFP), however the identity of the

non-neuronal (NeuN-negative) NTSR2-expressing cells was not rev-

ealed (Manning et al., 2019). In our study, we also observed
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differential NTSR2 expression in hippocampal neurons (Kyriatzis et al.,

in preparation) but in the present report we chose to focus our atten-

tion on the non-neuronal expression of the NTSR2 protein. We show

NTSR2 protein expression in all GFAP-labeled astrocytes. A high

throughput study showed that NTSR2 mRNA is one of the most

abundant receptor-encoding mRNAs in purified mice astrocytes

(Zhang et al., 2014), and in vitro, NTSR2 has been used as an astro-

cytic marker in single-cell transcriptomic analysis (Dulken et al., 2017).

RT-qPCR assays showed that cultured astroglial cells express NTSR2

mRNA and its isoform (vNTSR2) rather than NTSR1 (our present data;

Ayala-Sarmiento et al., 2015). In situ hybridization (ISH) studies in vivo

showed NTSR2 mRNA expression in rat astrocytes (Walker

et al., 1998; Yamauchi et al., 2007), and in astrocytes of P17 mice

(Cahoy et al., 2008). Dual immunohistochemical labeling of GFAP and

ISH of NTSR2 mRNA suggested that NTSR2 was expressed in only a

small subset of astrocytes in the rat brain (Nouel et al., 1999). ISH

localized NTSR2 mRNA in a subpopulation of astrocytes of the

median preoptic nucleus (Tabarean, 2020). At the protein level, previ-

ous studies based on NT-binding experiments and sensitivity to

Levocabastine, a NTSR2 ligand that does not bind to NTSR1 or Sort1/

NTSR3, suggested NTSR2 protein expression in cultured astrocytes.

Bound fluorescent NT indicated that receptor expression concerned

only a sub-population of astrocytes in culture (Sarret &

Beaudet, 2002). NTSR2 immunostaining was reported in astrocytes of

the ventral tegmental area (Woodworth et al., 2018). However,

another study based on double-immunolabeling combining an N-ter-

minal-specific anti-NTSR2 antibody and the astrocyte marker calcium-

binding protein S100β, reported absence of NTSR2 immunostaining in

adult rat brain astrocytes (Sarret et al., 2003).

With regard to subcellular localization, we observed in vivo and

in vitro, that NTSR2 is localized at the glial cell membrane, typical for

a receptor; however we also observed NTSR2 aggregates in astrocytic

processes and cell bodies, reminiscent of NTSR2 localization in intra-

cellular vesicles and in the trans-Golgi network described in rat spinal

cord neurons (Perron et al., 2006).

4.2 | NTSR2 is induced in reactive astrocytes in
rodent models of epilepsy

We questioned whether astrocytic NTSR2 expression was modulated

in pathological situations involving astrocyte reactivity. To address

this issue, we studied two pathophysiological models of TLE induced

by pilocarpine in rats and KA in mice. NTSR2 expression was largely

increased both after pilocarpine-induced and KA-induced SE in all hip-

pocampal areas. The NTSR2 increase following SE coincides with the

peak of astrocyte activation and prolonged elevation of astrocytic Ca2

+ signaling, which occurs at 3 days post-SE in different rodent experi-

mental models (Seifert et al., 2010). These reactive astrocytes were

shown to contribute to delayed neuronal death of cortical and hippo-

campal pyramidal cells following pilocarpine-induced SE (Ding

et al., 2007). Accordingly, at 3 months post-SE, characterized by spon-

taneous recurrent seizures and attenuated astrocytic reactivity

(Choi & Koh, 2008; Garzillo & Mello, 2002), we observed concomitant

decrease of NTSR2. The fact that the NTSR2 expression pattern

closely follows that of astrocyte reactivity during the course of the

disease, provides a hint that this receptor is involved in the neu-

roinflammation processes associated with pathology. Reactive gliosis

can be heterogeneous in response to specific injury. For instance, the

molecular phenotypes of reactive astrocytes induced by ischemia and

LPS suggest that they may be beneficial or detrimental, respectively

(Zamanian et al., 2012). In other neuroinflammatory settings, such as

those induced by brain stab-wound in rats, a marked increase in the

number of NTSR2 mRNA expressing astrocytes around the lesion has

been described, associated with increased NTSR2 mRNA expression

at the cellular level (Nouel et al., 1999). Taken together these results

suggest that NTSR2 upregulation during astrocytic reactivity may be

common to different brain injuries and different species.

4.3 | NTSR2 is induced in reactive astrocytes and
microglial cells in vitro following proinflammatory
stimulation

We showed that PILO rats displayed increased expression of major

inflammatory cytokines, as reported in different epileptic models

(De Simoni et al., 2000; Vieira et al., 2014; Voutsinos-Porche

et al., 2004). Among cytokines, IL1β appeared to be the most induced

in vivo, in the same cell types and structures as those observed for

NTSR2 induction. Thus, IL1β was used, in parallel with LPS, to study

the effects of neuroinflammation on the regulation of NTSR2 in

astroglial cultures. A major finding of our study is that inflammation

mediated by these factors significantly enhanced NTSR2 mRNA or

protein levels in these cultures, congruent with our in vivo data. We

show NTSR2 mRNA upregulation following IL1β and NTSR2 protein

upregulation after LPS-mediated inflammation in glial cells, and results

are in agreement with Pang et al. (2001), who reported increased

expression of NTSR2 mRNA in astrocytes following LPS stimulation.

In the adult rat and mouse hippocampus, in both the PILO and KA

models, we observed strong Iba1 immunolabeling, indicative of micro-

glial reactivity. However, we showed that NTSR2 was expressed spe-

cifically in astrocytes and not in CTL or reactive microglia, that also

contribute to inflammation associated with epilepsy. It is acknowl-

edged that primary glial cultures are in vitro models that do not fully

mimic the complex events occurring in vivo. Nevertheless, these

cultures remain invaluable tools to study physiological and patho-

logical states and have led to major discoveries in glial function

(reviewed in Streit, 2010; Lange et al., 2012). The in vivo and

in vitro discrepancy could result from differential behavior of

microglial cells in in vivo and in vitro conditions, and/or distinct

microglia responses to the proinflammatory factors expressed

in vivo and those we assessed in vitro. We cannot exclude that

microglial cell-induction of NTSR2 could occur in vivo in other

models of pathology-induced neuroinflammation. To our knowl-

edge, this is the first demonstration of NTSR2 expression in

microglia, as previous studies reported that cultured murine and
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human microglia cells express only Sort1/NTSR3 but not NTSR1

nor NTSR2 (Martin et al., 2003; Patel et al., 2016).

4.4 | Astrocyte and microglial reactivity are
increased by NT and decreased by the NTSR2
antagonist SR142948A

In vitro, we found that inflammation regulated NTSR2, GFAP, and

Iba1 protein expression. NTSR2 stimulation with its principal agonist

NT led to increased GFAP and Iba1 protein expression in CTL astro-

cytes and microglia. Conversely, the NTSR2 antagonist SR142948A

decreased GFAP, Iba1, and NTSR2 expression in CTL or inflamed

astrocytes and microglia, suggesting that blocking NTSR2 attenuates

astrocytic and microglial reactivity. It has been shown that activation

of NTSR2 by its ligand can result in modulation of gene expression

(Ayala-Sarmiento et al., 2015; Gendron et al., 2004; Vita et al., 1998).

Consistent with our data, inhibition of NTSR2 by JMV449, a general

NTSR antagonist, suppressed GFAP expression, potentially by affect-

ing transcriptional 3 (STAT3) factor signaling (Ando et al., 2019).

Different NTSR2 ligands behave as agonists or antagonists,

depending on specific signaling events and the cell types studied

(Dobner, 2005; Mazella et al., 1996, 1998; Richard et al., 2001).

SR142948A is a potent antagonist of both NTSR1 and NTSR2

(Dobner, 2005; Gully et al., 1997; Vita et al., 1998). Levocabastine acts

as a NTSR2 agonist in mammals and amphibians (Coppola et al., 2008;

Dong et al., 2015; Hwang et al., 2009; Sarret et al., 2002). In any case,

NT and SR142948A display opposing effects in different cell systems. In

Chinese hamster ovarian (CHO) cells transfected with human NTSR2,

SR142948A triggered responses that were inhibited by NT and

Levocabastine (Vita et al., 1998). SR142948A inactivated NTSR2 and

restored apoptosis in leukemic B cells that exhibit high NTSR2 and low

NTSR1 expression (Abbaci et al., 2018). We hypothesize that GFAP, Iba1

and NTSR2 expression modulated by SR142948A, involves NTSR2 con-

sidering that there is no NTSR1 function in glial cells (Nouel et al., 1999)

and that this receptor appears expressed at very low levels in these cells.

G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) have been shown to play

important roles in inflammation and their involvement in transmembrane

signaling is primarily responsible for the mediation of complex inflamma-

tory (and anti-inflammatory) responses (reviewed in Sun & Ye, 2012). As

such, NTSRs and the neurotensinergic system have been involved in vari-

ous inflammatory disease states. NT has been shown to promote an

acute inflammatory response in an experimental model of colon inflam-

mation (Castagliuolo et al., 1999). In contrast, an ameliorative effect of

NT in the colitis model of inflammatory bowel disease has been reported,

that reduces the levels of the proinflammatory cytokines IL6 and tumor

necrosis factorα (TNFα) that are highly expressed in this model (Akcan

et al., 2008). Also, NT reduced apoptosis in pancreatic cells treated with

IL1β and this beneficial effect was mediated by NTSR2 (Coppola

et al., 2008). In the latter case, NT acted as antagonist of NTSR2, leading

to its downregulation and reduction of inflammation.

With regard to brain diseases, NT has been studied in schizophre-

nia, Alzheimer's disease, and Parkinson's disease among others

(reviewed in St-Gelais et al., 2006). However, the specific role of NT

in neuroinflammation in these disorders has not been addressed, nor

which receptors are involved.

4.5 | NTSR2 is expressed as immediate early gene
in inflamed glial cells

The transient and rapid upregulation of NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3

mRNA after treatment with proinflammatory agents such as LPS and

IL1β led us to question whether these NTSRs could be categorized as

IEGs. These are characterized by rapid—in general within an hour—

and transient upregulation in response to different cell stimuli. In

addition, this upregulation should be independent of de novo protein

synthesis (Bahrami & Drabløs, 2016; Fowler et al., 2011; Mehendale &

Apte, 2009). Our results show that the NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3

mRNA expression levels that were increased as early as 1 h after LPS

were unaltered by CHX. In line with our data, several studies revealed

that the NR4A subfamily of nuclear receptors responds to inflamma-

tion (Martinez-Gonzalez & Badimon, 2005; Maxwell & Muscat, 2006),

similar to NTSR2 and Sort1/NTSR3. Several IEGs have been shown to

play important roles in transmitting the activation signal downstream

via transcription factors to dictate expression patterns of particular

target genes with immunological significance. It is the case for exam-

ple for Zif-268/egr-1 shown to play a role in immune responses by

regulating downstream gene targets encoding interleukin-2, CD44,

ICAM-1, TNF, and NR4A1 in immune cells (Bahrami & Drabløs, 2016;

Martinez-Gonzalez & Badimon, 2005; McMahon & Monroe, 1996). It

is appealing to suggest that Zif-268/egr-1 may play a role in triggering

immune responses in activated glial cells leading to the expression of

NTSR2, Sort1/NTSR3, and immune response factors we describe in

glial cells such as GFAP, MCP1/ccl2, and Iba1.

4.6 | NTSR2 is expressed in blood vessel
endothelial cells and increased in rodent models of
epilepsy

Besides NTSR2 expression in hippocampal astrocytes, we observed

perivascular NTSR2 and GFAP labeling that was enhanced following

SE. In epileptic animals, confocal analysis of GFAP and NTSR2 double

labeling immunohistochemistry showed some NTSR2 and GFAP co-

localization in astrocytic end-feet. These are polarized around the

basement membrane, where they maintain the structural integrity of

the BBB and restrict vascular permeability (Abbott et al., 2006). In

addition, blood vessels were surrounded by a large number of reactive

hypertrophic astrocytes known to be associated with neuro-

inflammatory and neurodegenerative diseases (Hol & Pekny, 2015).

A number of molecules have been identified whose expression is

increased in reactive astrocytes as well as in their perivascular pro-

cesses. For instance, aquaporin-4 (AQP-4) that mediates the delivery

of nutrients to surrounding neurons is increased in sclerotic hippo-

campi from patients with TLE and correlates positively with increased
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GFAP in the astrocyte plasma membranes, but also in perivascular

end-feet (Binder et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2004).

One major finding of our study is that NTSR2 is not exclusively

co-localized with GFAP but is also found distributed between astro-

cytic end-feet and blood vessel lumen. Triple immunolabeling experi-

ments to localize NTSR2, CD31, PDGFRβ, and ColIV showed that

NTSR2 was expressed in brain endothelial cells, and only faintly in

pericytes in epileptic animals. Co-upregulation of specific proteins

in both astrocytes and endothelial cells in disease or inflammation has

been reported. For instance, IL1β upregulates GLUT1 both in astro-

cytes and endothelial cells (Jurcovicova, 2014). Similarly, Lcn2, a

secreted lipophilic protein was strongly induced after LPS injury, not

only in reactive astrocytes but also in endothelial cells (Zamanian

et al., 2012). Taken together, our results indicated that NTSR2 was

expressed by different components of the blood vessels, in particular

perivascular astrocytes and endothelial cells in epileptic animals and

may be implicated in the structural integrity of the BBB. While human

pulmonary artery endothelial cells (PAECs) were shown to express

Sort1/NTSR3 (Shults et al., 2018), to our knowledge, our study is the

first to show NTSR2 expression in blood vessels in general and in

the BBB in particular. This finding suggests that while NTSR2 induc-

tion is associated with neuroinflammation involving astrocyte reactiv-

ity, it may also play a specific role in brain endothelial cells. For

instance, NTSR2 could be involved in modulating endothelial cell

properties due to its function as a signal transduction receptor

(Martin et al., 2003; Navarro et al., 2006; Sarret et al., 2002). Interest-

ingly, it has been shown that NTSR2 is internalized after NT binding

and that receptor internalization is prevented by Levocabastine

(Ayala-Sarmiento et al., 2015; Nouel et al., 1999). Finally, it has also

been shown that the mouse NTSR2 recycles to the cell membrane

(Martin et al., 2002). Nothing is known at this stage for NTSR2

internalization and recycling in brain endothelial cells. However, this

receptor could be involved in NT endocytosis, intracellular release of

NT and recycling at the cell membrane, meeting the conditions for

transcytosis of NT and its stable analogs (Boules et al., 2006; Kokko

et al., 2005) across the BBB if these functional properties were

confirmed in brain endothelial cells.

5 | CONCLUSION

In all, our work demonstrates the involvement of the neurotensinergic

system in glia and glio-vascular unit in conditions of neurological dis-

eases. Our results show that NTSR2 is implicated in astroglial and

perivascular inflammation and its expression is induced following

inflammation by pro-inflammatory factors. A NTSR2 antagonist down-

regulates glial inflammation suggesting that NTSR2 may regulate glial

responses to injury and that targeting the NTSR2 receptor may open

new avenues in the regulation of neuroinflammation.
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